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The author, film producer and
underwater photographer
snapped South African Zandi
Ndhlovu – aka “the Black
Mermaid” – for our profile of the
activist and freediver. See p52

Al Horner
This journalist and podcaster,
whose work has appeared in
The Guardian, Empire, Little
White Lies and elsewhere, sat
down in London for a spot of tea
with our cover star. See p26

Veronica Meewes
Veronica is an Austin-based food
and drink writer whose work has
appeared in Forbes Travel Guide,
Travel & Leisure, Food & Wine,
and more. She gives us a tour of
her home city’s best eats. See p16
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THINGS TO GET OBSESSED
WITH RIGHT NOW

PHOTO: TA KAS HI MURAKAMI, DOB IN THE STRANGE FOREST (BLUE DO B) , 1 999.
FIBRE-R EINFOR CED PLA STIC, RESIN, FIBR EGLA SS , ACRYL IC AND IRON. 60 X 152
X 137 IN ( 152 .4 X 386 .08 X 347.98 CM) THE BROA D A RT FOUNDATION © 1999
TA KASHI MURAKA MI/KAIKAI KIKI CO LTD. AL L R IGHTS RESERVED

COMING SOON

MAGIC MUSHROOMS IN LOS ANGELES
You’ll probably know Takashi Murakami for his signature smiley-faced flowers
– a fashion-world favourite, having decorated everything from Louis Vuitton bags
to Supreme T-shirts. Now everyone’s favourite contemporary pop artist is taking
over The Broad in LA for its spring exhibition (from 21 May), transforming the
white cube into a psychedelic playground of sculpture, mural and painting
populated by his colourful characters – including these fun guys.
Fly to Los Angeles
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F I R S T TA K E

DIRECTORS
IN THE
PICTURE
Major filmmakers like Steven Spielberg
and Paul Thomas Anderson are
looking to their pasts for inspiration,
says Al Horner

magine you’re one of the greatest
directors of all time. You’ve already
made movies about marauding
dinosaurs, snake-fearing
archaeologists, lovable
extraterrestrials, genocidal extraterrestrials, a
WWII platoon and Tom Hanks getting stuck in an
airport. Where’s left to go? What stories are left to
tell? If you’re Steven Spielberg, the answer is
obvious – it’s time to tell your own. Later this year,
the Hollywood veteran will debut The Fabelmans,
a loosely autobiographical drama based on his
childhood. Michelle Williams and Paul Dano are
due to play the filmmaker’s parents, with Seth

I

Rogen co-starring as a character
modelled on the filmmaker’s
favourite uncle. After six decades
spent perfecting the art of the
popcorn flick, we’re about to get the
origin story of the man himself – his most
personal movie yet, with nary a
marauding dinosaur in sight.
This is something of a trend right now.
Two autobiographical films from
Hollywood heavyweights were
in the running this year for the
Best Picture Oscar (it was
nabbed by family drama Coda).
Paul Thomas Anderson’s
Licorice Pizza – available on
today’s in-flight entertainment
– and Belfast, by Kenneth
Branagh, both dazzle
audiences with stories
inspired by their makers’
roots. Licorice Pizza is a
flare-trousered tale of
puppy love in the
1970s San
Fernando Valley
where

Spielberg’s
latest draws
from his
memories of
growing up
in post-war
Arizona.

8
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Anderson grew up, while Belfast represented a
similar homecoming for Branagh, with nine-yearold protagonist Buddy (played by Jude Hill) a
stand-in for the acclaimed thesp and his memories
of a childhood impacted by the Troubles.
Directors delving into their adolescence for
ideas isn’t wholly new: in 2015, Richard Linklater
won the Best Film BAFTA for Boyhood, his epic
shot over 12 years about a child as he inches
towards adulthood, while Roma, Alfonso Cuarón’s
introspective drama, was an Oscar winner in 2019.
Right now, however, it feels like it’s increasingly
becoming a rite of passage for household names to
bring their own stories to the big screen.
So who’s next? Will Quentin Tarantino make
a Clerks-style comedy about his formative time
working in a video store? Could a Martin Scorsese
drama about his asthma-afflicted early years
spent running around the Bronx be around the
corner? We’ll have to wait and see. One thing’s
for sure, though: if they’re all going to be as
good as Anderson’s coming-of-age Licorice
Pizza, we’ll take plenty more slices where that
came from, thank you.

KNIVES OUT

Celebs
want a slice
of the action

After hosting a hit lockdown
cookery show, Selena Gomez
carved out a niche in the
cookware market with a
range of rainbow knives.

ILLUSTRATION : CRANIODSGN PHOTOS: ALAMY

Watch Licorice Pizza

As well as touchscreen
kettles and a Dutch oven,
Drew Barrymore’s ‘Beautiful’
cooking brand includes an
icing-white 7" knife and a
chop-it-all 12-piece blade set.

Joining this cutting-edge
crew is Chrissy Teigen, whose
Cravings line features a
Japanese knife trio, perfect
for making her deep-fried
French toast casserole recipe.

9
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R I S I N G S TA R

Complete
package
Natasha
Rothwell
A TEACHER WHO TURNED
TO COMEDY, THE WHITE LOTUS
STAR NOW HAS EVERYTHING GOING
FOR HER, FINDS AL HORNER

NATASHA ROTHWELL WOULD like Olivia
Colman to take her to Wagamama. “Wouldn’t that
be awesome?” says the comedian, whose recent
five-month stay in London could only have been
improved by a personal tour from the Oscar winner,
she insists. “Olivia, if you’re reading, my schedule is
always open for you. Next time!”
The writer-performer, who was in town filming
Wonka – a prequel to Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory – will have plenty of other opportunities
to mingle with acting royalty, over katsu curry or
otherwise, if she continues her current rate of ascent
to the top of the US comedy tree. In the past

11
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which can be difficult at times, but it’s worth it
when you get it right.

Is there a lesson you learned from your experience
teaching that you carried with you into comedy?
Oh, for sure! It gives me the ick to say it, cos it’s
so cliched, but I really did learn more from my
students than they learned from me. The big
takeaway for me was how unafraid they were to
go after the things they felt passionate about. It’s
part of the reason why I quit – I felt like a hypocrite.
I was telling them to go after their dreams, but I
wasn’t going after mine. It was those kids that gave
me the courage to go after it in comedy.
You’ve described comedy as “the truth, but
quickly”. What did you mean by that?
That quote really spoke to me, because
comedy is so often about putting the
truth of who we are, the pain of what we
go through, on a stage and being honest
about it in short bursts – jokes. The
jokes that connect with people
allow them to see themselves. We
laugh at them cos we recognise
ourselves in them – or at least
the good ones. I always try
with the comedy I create
to be as true as possible,

Natasha
Rothwell as
spa manager
Belinda in The
White Lotus
(with Jennifer
Coolidge); and
with Shemar
Moore in Sonic
the Hedgehog 2

We’re in an exciting age of creatives like yourself,
Atlanta’s Donald Glover and your Insecure
collaborator Issa Rae, who act, write and direct.

“I USED TO TELL MY STUDENTS NOT TO FOCUS
ON WHAT OTHER PEOPLE ARE DOING. NOW I’M
HERE, I WANT TO TAKE MY OWN ADVICE”
Where do you think that trend has come from?
I think the limitations have fallen off what we’re
allowed to do and now we’re embracing the
possibilities of everything we could do. As the world
changes and [Black creators] can be whatever
we want to be, there’s real excitement about
cannonballing into the deep end to see how we can
make the most sense out of the talents we have. It’s
a really cool time, we’re seeing the creativity that
can come from not having any lines to colour within.
Lots of comedians who got their start on Saturday
Night Live have gone on to have incredible careers
beyond that show. Is there a particular cast
member whose career you’d love to emulate?
I think what excites me is to create a trail
that’s uniquely my own. When I was
teaching, I used to tell my students to keep
their eyes on their own paper and not to
focus on what other people are doing.
Now I’m here, I want to take my own
advice [laughs].
Watch The White Lotus

PHOTOS: ROZETTE RAGO, ALAMY

decade, Rothwell has gone from teaching in schools
around Brooklyn to establishing herself as a vital
new voice both in front of and behind the camera.
Best known for having written, directed and
starred in episodes of smash US series Insecure,
the former Saturday Night Live writer secured a
role in one of the most talked about dramas of
recent times – The White Lotus – and has begun
moving into major Hollywood franchises: with a
part in DC superhero extravaganza Wonder Woman
1984 behind her, this March she appeared in Sonic
the Hedgehog 2. That’s just the beginning.

What does that look like in action? What kind of
truths do you try to expose in your comedy?
That people are not who you think they are!
I love to subvert expectations as a plus-sized Black
woman in Hollywood. When people see me, they
have preconceived notions about what I’m about. It
brings me nothing but joy to educate people who
are used to Black people on screen being either
magical or traumatised, that we’re more than that
stereotype. I get a tonne of DMs from [Black and
plus-sized] people expressing gratitude for making
them feel seen. That’s my motivation and hunger
to carry on getting things done – I want to reach
people and help people. When I get a message
from someone saying: “I’m a plus-sized woman and
Insecure made me feel beautiful,” the juice feels
worth the squeeze, you know?

12
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Here at Sandals Resorts you can experience the pinnacle of luxury in a Caribbean paradise. Enjoy the best an all-inclusive
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DRINKS

S NAC KS

BOX-FRESH FRUIT
IN HONG KONG
The jewellery-inspired dessert at Chinesology comes
with a sweet dash of ancient philosophy
IF YOU’VE GOT a weakness for
sweetness, then how does having
half a dozen cherry-red bonbons
on dainty skewers brought to your
table in a vintage jewellery box
sound? This delightful delicacy
– inspired by tanghulu, a traditional
festival snack of candied hawthorn
berries on a stick – is the showstopping finale to the tasting menu
at Chinesology, a hip new Hong
Kong spot under the supervision of
local culinary bigwig Saito Chau,
ex of Hutong.
Chinesology draws inspiration
from classical Tang Dynasty

philosophy, nodding to its worship
of cosmological order and
formality. Still, the dishes know
how to have fun – not least this
confection of preserved plum
mousse slathered in a glossy
dressing. Relish moreish morsels of
sea cucumber dumpling, roast
goose puff and oolong
tea-smoked chicken with
Osmanthus. Ancient ideas
electrified by some
seriously on-point
presentation.
Fly to Hong Kong

A veritable
constellation of
divine drinking dens
is serving hooch
inspired by star
signs. Aster in
London just
launched its
Asterology menu
featuring the fiery,
foamy Leo with
passion fruit liqueur
and simple syrup.
Meanwhile, The
Dorsey in Vegas is
bullish about its
Taurus (above) with
Byrrh Quinquina and
mezcal. Mood Ring
in Bushwick, NYC,
has published a
whole book of their
starry-eyed drinks
– called Margarita
in Retrograde –
including a
Sagittarius-inspired
Sorry I Ghosted You,
with hibiscus vodka
and tamarind nectar.
Perfect for your next
spiritual encounter.
Fly to New York

WORDS : ANDY HILL PHOTOS: CHINESOLO GY, THE VENETIAN RESORT LAS VEGA S

Zodiac
cocktails are
in your future
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You’ll Meet Some of the
Nicest People at Our Hotels.

They Work Here.
We’re proud of our hotels, but even more
proud of our people. They’re the ones who take
care of all the little things that add up to a
big difference for every guest on every stay.
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L O C AT I O N S C O U T

AUSTIN’S
ECLECTIC
TASTES
The capital of Texas may be growing
at lightning speed, but its progressive
roots are still being nurtured in its
food, says expert Veronica Meewes
ustinites famously wear their
strangeness as a badge of honour
(you may have heard the city’s
famous slogan, “Keep Austin
Weird”). But as one of the fastestgrowing metro areas in the US, that eccentric
grassroots spirit can get a bit lost
among the gleaming high-rises
and tech-company campuses.
However, the original, irreverent
independence that birthed the
slogan is very much alive if you
know where to look. The best place
to get a taste of “weird” Austin is in
its incredible restaurants and food
trailers. Here, young chefs put their
own twist on dishes they grew up
eating and feed them to a city that
(still) loves breaking the rules.
1
Begin your stay by booking a
lakeside-view room at The LINE
hotel, a reinvented modernist structure that is
simultaneously minimal and sleek, warm and
welcoming. Over 500 original pieces by local
artists hang in guest rooms and public spaces, but
Kristen Kish (a Top Chef series winner) uses food

A

as her medium in the hotel’s
restaurant. Kish draws on a
variety of influences – her South
Korean culture, Midwestern
American childhood, and classic
French and Italian culinary
training – for the menu at
Arlo Grey (1). Try the signature malfaldini: ruffled
house-made pasta strands unfold to reveal juicy
mushrooms. After dinner, be sure to take a stroll
along Lady Bird Lake’s hike-and-bike path and, if
you’re visiting from now until early autumn, you

Above: Kareem
El-Ghayesh,
who moved to
Austin in 2016
after a career
in corporate
finance in
Cairo, mixes
the flavours of
of Egypt and
Texas barbecue
at his KG BBQ
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“Young chefs are putting their own twist on
dishes they grew up eating and feeding them
to a city that (still) loves breaking the rules”

may catch a glimpse of the migrating Mexican
free-tailed bats that emerge from beneath the
Congress Avenue Bridge at sunset.
Just across I-35, the eastside of Austin is a prime
neighbourhood for food, drink and revelry. Kemuri
Tatsu-ya is a must-visit here. The Lone Star-inspired
izakaya bar, from the chefs behind Ramen Tatsu-ya,
is an innovative mash-up of Japanese cuisine and
Texas BBQ. Tuck into fun throwback creations like
their Hot Pocketz (brisket and smoked Gouda
stuffed tofu pockets) and chilli-cheese takoyaki
(fried snacks), made with both octopus and brisket.

Nearby at Canje, the latest from the hospitality
group behind top Austin restaurants Emmer & Rye
and Hestia, part-owner and pastry chef Tavel
Bristol-Joseph developed the menu based on
family dishes from his native Guyana. BristolJoseph makes Guyanese pepper pot using local
wild boar and brightens the dish with orange peel
and ginger, while his take on black cake, a
traditional celebratory dessert, is made with fruit
that’s fermented in rum and red wine for six
months and incorporates sheep’s milk cheese in
the cream cheese icing.

SCAN HERE
FOR MORE
INFO ON
OUR FLYING
CLUB.
JOIN THE CLUB
TO EARN
POINTS ON
EVERY VIRGIN
ATLANTIC
FLIGHT
17
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– plus snacks like
dal sliders and
grilled cheese naan
– and stay for the
live music. A little
further south, in
the revitalised St
Elmo warehouse
district, stop by
The Austin Winery
to learn how this
cooperative of
young winemakers
is pushing the
Texas wine
industry forward.
Of course, no
trip to Austin is
complete without
barbecue. And,
while there are
many great
options, a few
pitmasters are really putting their own distinct
spin on the craft. At Distant Relatives, a truck
on-site at the Meanwhile Beer taproom,
Damien Brockway explores the influence of
the African diaspora on Texan BBQ. The
cucumber blonde ale pairs perfectly with his
pulled pork with tamarind barbecue sauce.
Kareem El-Ghayesh uses the flavours and
ingredients of his native Egypt in a similarly
thoughtful expression of Texas barbecue at
KG BBQ (4), where the menu features creations
like pomegranate pork ribs and brisket rice bowls.
His first food truck opens at Oddwood Brewing this
summer after years of wildly successful pop-up
events around town – a sign that there’s still plenty
of space for the bold and unusual in a rapidly
changing Austin.

2

Head north on Chicon to East 12th, where
co-owners Edgar Rico and Sara Mardanbigi’s Nixta
Taqueria marries influences from their native
Mexico and Iran with dishes like the enchilada
potosina taco (a dish from Rico’s home town in San
Luis Potosí), sholeh zard (Persian rice pudding) and
mash-ups like their duck taco with Persian mole.
Just down the street at Fil N’ Viet, husband-andwife duo Kevin and Rosie Truong serve dishes
inspired by their respective Vietnamese and
Filipino backgrounds, with Kevin utilising his
experience in Michelin-starred kitchens and
Rosie bringing her soulful home-cooking
touch. It’s been one of the hottest food
trailers in town this year, so much so, they
opened a sleek little in-house dining room.
Head back toward downtown and you’ll
arrive at Saddle Up, the new bar from
pitmaster Tom Micklethwait, who’s also behind
popular trailer Micklethwait Craft Meats (2). The
bar serves nostalgic snack cakes with tongue-incheek names like Twonkies and Ding Dangs.
Sour Duck Market is a casual counter-service cafe
with an incredible bakery offering, including
home-made kolaches (a Texan-Czech version of a
sausage roll), and classic French pastry like kouignamann and croissant. Chef Bryce Gilmore, who also
owns the food trailer Odd Duck (3), is known for
putting leftfield twists on nostalgic flavours.
The spirit of Austin is alive and well at Whip In, a
Tex-Mex-Indian gastropub originally opened as a gas
station in 1986. Come for the huge selection of beers

3

Above: The
Draft Paloma
(Lunazul
tequila, Aperol,
grapefruit,
tarragon, salt
foam and
ginger) is a
highlight of
any visit to
Odd Duck

Fly to Austin

3 MORE
HOTSPOTS
IN AUSTIN
LONE STAR COURT

BARTON SPRINGS

BLANTON MUSEUM OF ART

The city’s ace-in-the-hole is this ranchinspired boutique hotel, with chic retro
touches and a true Texas heart. The Domain
shopping district is just a short trot away.

Fed by the cool spring water flowing from
Edwards Aquifer, this is where Austinites
go to chill out. Then head to nearby Barton
Springs Road for a bite and drinks.

The best gallery in the city is to the south
of University of Texas at Austin’s campus
and features a permanent collection of
over 21,000 works, plus temporary shows.

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF CRAFT MEATS, MICKLETHWAIT, ALEX PARKER , RICHA RD C ASTEEL ( DAN DELIONGATHER IN GS.COM), LONE STAR COURT, ADOBE STOCK, ELLSWORTH KELLY,
AUSTIN, 2015 (SOUTH FA ÇA DE), ARTIST-DESIGNED BUILDING WITH INSTALLATION OF COLORED GLASS W INDOWS, BLACK AND WHITE MARBLE PANELS, AND REDWOOD TOTEM,
60 FT X 7 3 FT X 26 FT, 4 IN. BLANTON M USEUM OF A RT, THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXA S AT AUSTI N, ©EL LSWORTH KEL LY FOUNDATION

4
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STARFACE
HYDRO-STARS
100% hydrocolloid pimple
patches, conveniently
packaged in a cute
refillable compact.

@STARFACE
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We make water tasty, naturally.
Thirsty? Enjoy drinking more water with Spruce - delicious
vitamin-enriched fruit powders, crafted with natural ingredients.
Packed in pioneering compostable packaging, we’re proud
to be 100% plastic-free.

@spruce-water
www.spruce-water.com
Exclusive 20% discount: VERA20
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SLEEPER HIT

A new chapter
in Cape Cod

WORDS: ANDY HIL L P HOTOS: BAXTER HOSPITA LITY, JOHN RUTLEDGE HOU SE INN®, PAU L W HI TBREAD / @ PAU L _WHITBREAD_PHOTO

THE CHAPTER HOUSE INN HAS BEEN
GIVEN NEW LIFE AFTER 300 YEARS

CAPE COD, IN case you’ve never been, is a
classic New England vacay spot. Famous for
its role in US history as the spot where the
Mayflower pilgrims first dropped anchor,
tradition suffuses the beachy peninsular, not least
at Chapter House – a crisp new boutique hotel
set in a 1716 wooden mansion, a pleasant amble
from Yarmouth harbour. Lovingly restored and
zhuzhed-up under the beady eye of local
historians, the 21-room inn – with its clapboard
fascias, elegant porch and obligatory mansard
roof – is graced throughout with tasteful nautical
touches. Think whale-tail coat hooks, distressed

oars, and discreet
pops of navy and
teal in the bright
guest rooms. Hosts
Jim and Betsy are a
model of folksy American charm, and delight in
sharing timeworn stories of their hotel’s old life
as a makeshift field hospital during the
Revolutionary War, ideally over stiff drinks
around the firepit. For a heartfelt Yankee
welcome, in Cod we trust.
Fly to Boston

3 MORE
18TH-CENTURY
STAYS
THE ROOKERY, LONDON
This dark warren of rooms set across three
former Georgian homes neatly pulls off
being properly historic – creaky floors,
dark wood, leather books – with luxury
modern plumbing and posh minibars.

JOHN RUTLEDGE HOUSE,
SOUTH CAROLINA
Supreme Court Justice Rutledge wrote
several drafts of the US Constitution – a
document he later co-signed – in this
immaculately restored 1763 bolthole.

THE ADMIRAL’S INN, ANTIGUA
The explosively named Admiral’s Inn and
Gunpowder Suites is set across four
dockside buildings dating back to 1788,
but has all the mod cons, like a spacious
waterfront deck and infinity pool.

21
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From left:
Inside and
outside
Florida’s
Winter Park
Library; the
Stavros
Niarchos
Foundation
Library in
Manhattan;
Dutch firm
Mecanoo
renovated
Mies van der
Rohe’s Martin
Luther King Jr
Memorial
Library in
Washington, DC

TRENDING

COMEBACK
STACKS IN
THE USA
Libraries across the country are
having major glow-ups. Are people
trading e-readers for hardbacks?
asks Jessica Prupas
emember the library? It was that place
you went to borrow something called
a “book”. Though the internet has
certainly taken a chunk out of the
library’s raison d’être, it remains a vital
resource for communities – there are more public
libraries in the US than there are Starbucks, after all.
So the library never totally went away. But in the
past year, it’s made a serious comeback: major
renovations and openings across the country signal
that people may be keen to log off a bit more.
These institutions go beyond their core bookborrowing function, incorporating community
spaces and other features that encourage visitors
to stick around after they get their reading done.
The brand-new Winter Park Library near
Orlando is housed across three pavilions designed

R
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The Stavros
Niarchos
Foundation
Library has a
garden, cafe
and event
space on top.

DRESS CODE

by architect David Adjaye. Perched on the edge of
a lake, it features an events space and rooftop
terrace that looks out over palm trees.
In New York, the Mid-Manhattan Library has
been rebranded – as the Stavros Niarchos
Foundation Library – and renovated. Its distinctive
steel and granite structure is now crowned by a
rooftop garden and contains a three-storey
“vertical library” within. And the Martin

Luther
King Jr Memorial Library in Washington, DC
reopened late last year after a three-year
transformation that gave it a theatre and a suite
of community studios.
It’s all quite heartwarming and a solid sign that
we’re not totally ready to trade physical spaces for
the metaverse just yet. Is the library 2022’s
buzziest social scene? You read it here first.

WORDS: MIRIAM BOUTEBA PHOTOS: CITY OF WINTER PARK COM MU NIC ATIONS DEPT, DROR BAL DINGER FAIA , MAX TOUHELY OTJ_ROBERT BENSON PHOTOGRAPHY

Unwearable
technology is
in fashion
It sounds like a
digital version of the
emperor’s new
clothes, but believe
us: the latest vogue
is virtual. The
fashion world’s
hottest brands are
busy making clothes
you can’t wear.
Lagos-born
designer Lola
Okuyiga’s new line,
Wonder, will be
releasing every
piece in its
collection as an
NFT, which
shoppers can snap
up before the
physical garment is
released IRL
(above). Other
brands with a digital
dress presence
include Karl
Lagerfeld, Louis
Vuitton and Gucci,
so this is clearly no
passing fad. And the
best thing: NFT
clobber doesn’t take
up any room in your
wardrobe.
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Red Hot

SCREEN TEST

Can the Moon get
knocked out of orbit?
TROUBLED BY THE PREMISE OF MOVIE MOONFALL, RALPH JONES WONDERS IF
WE SHOULD ALL START FRETTING ABOUT LUNAR DISASTER BEFALLING EARTH

idn’t we all have a good chuckle
when the premise of writer-directorproducer Roland Emmerich’s latest
film burst onto the internet? The Moon,
it seemed, was coming to get us.
Moonfall is the story of our lunar companion
drifting closer and closer to Earth until it looms
ominously over us like a big round playground
bully. Because the Moon is being inhabited by a
mysterious black swarm harvesting energy from
a dead star inside it, the unstable change in orbit
begins to cause tsunamis and untold destruction on
Earth. If humanity doesn’t act soon, the goddamn
Moon will have won.
Before you laugh too hard, it’s worth asking:
could such an eventuality actually happen? The
answer: no, not really.
As you learned in primary school, the Moon
orbits the Earth and the Earth orbits the Sun.
Unless you are John Bradley’s character KC
Houseman in Moonfall – a conspiracy theorist
who believes the Moon is fake – you will remember
that the Moon stays suspended in space because
of the Earth’s gravitational pull. It is a satellite
around our planet because it is moving
at the perfect speed: any faster and
it would fly away; any slower and it
would indeed crash into the Earth.
Interestingly, explains
astrophysicist Dr Josie Peters,
the Moon is actually drifting
farther away from us even as
you read this, at the speed at
which fingernails grow – about
3.8cm a year. “Eventually the
Moon will slowly drift away,”
she says.
But this leisurely drift would
make for a sci-fi film that lasted several
billion years and Emmerich would be very
old indeed by the time he’d finished. What about
something else smashing into the Moon and

knocking it properly out of its orbit? “You would
need a pretty massive asteroid,” says Dr Peters.
Even a direct hit courtesy of the largest
asteroid in the known universe – Ceres, which is a
dwarf planet with a surface area of 2,770,000km2
– would have no impact on the Moon’s orbit
because the Earth does such a good
job of keeping this orbit stable. The
Moon’s a big boy and so’s the Earth.
So: does that mean it’s impossible
to shake the Moon? Theoretically
you could disrupt its orbit, says
Dr Peters, but realistically it won’t
be happening any time soon. The
maths is complicated, to say the
least, but you’d need an object of
gargantuan size to push the Moon
off its course. It’s been hanging
around us for 4.5 billion years. Despite
what Hollywood might have you believe,
it’s not going anywhere any time soon.
Watch Moonfall

THE VERDICT
Sorry to any
Moonspiracists out
there; we’re stuck
with it for a good
long while yet.

ILLUSTRATION: RUBY FRESSON
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W O N G
Wong, the superhero
sorcerer of Marvel’s
Doctor Strange movies,
is in real life played by
Benedict Wong, the
50-year-old actor from
Manchester. Is this pure
coincidence, meta-level
casting, or a quirk of the
multiverse? After all,
things could have turned
out differently. He reflects
on twists, turns and
timelines with Al Horner

O

PHOTOGRAPHS: DAVID VENNI
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Benedict Wong

Previous pages:
Jacket: Mackintosh
Trousers: Alex Mill
@MrPorter.com
Polo shirt: Mr P
@MrPorter.com
Shoes: Grenson
This page:
Suit & tie:
Walker Slater
Shirt: Hugo Boss
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The first time Benedict Wong played a Marvel
character, it was in bed between a giant rabbit and
a pop star. Don’t worry, there isn’t a secret X-rated
superhero movie you’ve somehow missed. It was
2004 and the struggling actor – then bouncing
between small roles on stage and screen – had
been offered a part in a music video by charttopper Sia. “I had the choice between playing the
bunny or Spider-Man,” Wong laughs. “I’ve always
been a massive Marvel fan, so it was a bit of a nobrainer.” He put on the webslinger’s spandex and
filmed what amounted to a two-second cameo.
That, he thought, would be as close as he ever got
to superhero stardom. After all, Hollywood seldom
handed out roles as caped crusaders to actors like
him – the child of two Hong Kong-immigrant chip
shop workers from Salford, Manchester.
The thing about real-life superheroes, though, is
that they keep fighting when the odds are against
them. Which is how, today, Wong is one of the
Marvel Cinematic Universe’s MVPs, having made
six appearances as powerful wizard Wong – most
recently in Sam Raimi’s head-spinning Doctor
Strange in the Multiverse of Madness. And, yes,
he and his character do share the same name
(Wong calls the coincidence “bonkers”, but it’s
also appropriately meta for the increasingly selfreferential movies). These stand-out performances
have made him a cult hero, perhaps even more
beloved than the other Benedict on the Doctor
Strange poster. No offence, Cumberbatch.
I meet Wong on a sunny April afternoon a few
weeks before the release of Multiverse of Madness.
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Benedict Wong

The film arrives at an exciting time for the actor,
who’s presently enjoying the sort of mainstream
moment that seemed unimaginable 20 years ago.
Having won rave reviews for his performance in
recent existential indie Nine Days, he is soon to
star in the new TV series from Game of Thrones
creators David Benioff and DB Weiss: The ThreeBody Problem, adapted from a hit series of sci-fi
books. “It does feel a bit like the beginning of a new
chapter,” he beams, over a plate of bao buns
in a fancy London dim sum spot.
First things first – if it’s clues about the
Multiverse of Madness you’re after, you’ve come to
the wrong guy. “I could easily work for MI5 after six
years with Marvel,” Wong laughs, explaining how
the studio’s strict no-spoiler strategy has made him
a master of keeping secrets. He’s allowed to reveal
he “walked through the fires” with director Sam
Raimi on the film, but not much else.
What he can talk about is his gratitude towards
his Doctor Strange character for the recognition
it’s brought him after 30 years of graft. Wong
was 44 when he was cast in the original Doctor
Strange. The character “kind of found me”, he

“I JUST THOUGHT, ‘I’M BETTER THAN THIS.’
I CALLED MY THEN AGENT AND TOLD THEM
I WAS QUITTING. I WAS OUT”

Coat:
PrivateWhite VC
Sunglasses: Gucci
@MrPorter.com
T-shirt: Uniqlo

Modern marvel
BENEDICT WONG’S CV
Born
3 July 1971 in Eccles,
Greater Manchester,
in the UK.

Education
He attended De La
Salle Sixth Form
College before
pursuing a two-year
performing arts
course at Salford
City College.

Interests
He’s a big fan of
Manchester United
Football Club.
Wong was spotted
on the set of the
new Doctor Strange
movie wearing a
matching Red
Devils hat and coat
between takes.

Key works

Marco Polo
(2014–16)
In this Netflix series
telling the story of
the famed Venetian
explorer across two
seasons, Wong
portrays Kublai
Khan. It divided
critics, but the actor
cuts a mesmerising
presence as the fifth
Great Khan of the
Mongol Empire.
Doctor Strange
(2016)
Wong makes his
first appearance as
Sorceror Supreme
Wong, reprising the
role in other MCU
films like Avengers:
Infinity War (above)
and Shang-Chi and
the Legend of the
Ten Rings (showing
onboard).
Nine Days (2020)
In this immensely
powerful gem of
a drama, which also
screens onboard,
souls have nine
days to audition for
the privilege of
being born on
Earth. Wong plays
Kyo, a calming
supervisor who
helps assess
contestants.
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explains. “I was filming [2015 space survival
drama] The Martian with Chiwetel Ejiofor, and
he mentioned he was going to be in this movie
called Doctor Strange. I looked it up online, saw
there was a character called Wong and thought
it was meant to be. I even joked about starting
a campaign called ‘Wong For Wong’ to help get
me the part.”
The actor was sitting on a giant throne, dressed
as the Mongol Empire ruler Kublai Khan – for the
Netflix series Marco Polo he was filming at the
time, not, you know, just for fun – when he got
an email inviting him to audition. But Wong’s joy
was short-lived. As he prepared to grapple with
the part, research into his character’s history in
the Marvel comics revealed an outdated “teaserving manservant” caricature. “I remember
looking through the source material and feeling
like this guy was so servile. So I said to [Marvel
Studios president] Kevin Feige, ‘We’re not doing
this, right?’ That was my truth to power moment,”
Wong says, chuckling. Luckily, Marvel were already
looking for ways to update the character and the
actor was able to reimagine his namesake as a
wise, powerful master of the mystic arts (who
occasionally listens to Beyoncé).
What made the 50-year-old so perfect for the
part? And where does one Wong end and the
other begin? Well, the Marvel character may not
have the actor’s style – Wong turns up for lunch
wearing stylish baggy trousers and a yellow jacket
emblazoned with yin-yang symbols. The actor’s
Mancunian accent is another departure. But the
pair do share a few things in common. For starters,
Wong commands a philosophical outlook on life
not dissimilar from his magical alter ego: “I’ve
always given myself a doctrine of: ‘Am I happy?’
If the answer is no, I’ll try to change things.”

Blazer:
PrivateWhite VC
T-shirt: Sunspel
Trousers: Moncler
@MrPorter.com
Shoes: Grenson

This philosophy guided Wong through 30
years of knock backs en route to the success he’s
enjoying now. He was born in Eccles, outside
Manchester, and grew up helping out at his
parents’ chip shop whenever he wasn’t at school.
“I had no weekends so I developed a gambling
habit at the local arcade to take the edge off,” he
jokes. His childhood was happy but punctuated
by “racist, drunken potshots” by customers at the
chip shop that “pop up like whack-a-mole” in his
memory to this day. “That wasn’t the life I wanted.
So I took this leap of wanting to act,” he explains.
Wong signed up for a sixth-form production of
Grease, and loved the buzz of performing and
sense of community among the production. “It
was a little spark, calling to me.”
That spark led to studying drama at college.
He also got a job at a local theatre where he
would loiter after shifts, sneaking into plays for
free. Soon though, he found himself at odds
with his parents over his professional ambitions.
“After I finished my two-year foundation course,
I remember having this family red-table talk,” says
Wong, whose dad wanted him to get a proper
job. The actor pleaded for three years to try and
chase his dream.
In those years, Wong accepted whatever roles he
could. To put food on the table, he had to take on
parts that perpetuated the very stereotypes about
people from East Asia he longed to dismantle.
“That’s the hardest thing for actors of colour. On
the other side of privilege, that’s what you have to
go through,” he sighs. Gangsters, waiters, cabbies
– these were the only roles that the film and
television industry deemed him fit to play because
of his race. In a 2013 interview, he described himself
as “the go-to guy for torture” during a brief boom
in thrillers about Chinese dissidents.

ADVENTURES IN THE MULTIVERSE

ADDITION AL PHOTOS: ALAM Y

GETTING TO GRIPS WITH THE MARVEL CINEMATIC UNIVERSE

What’s this “multiverse”
I’ve been hearing so
much about?
It’s an infinite series of
parallel worlds within the
Marvel Cinematic Universe
(MCU). Every time a
character makes a decision,
an alternate reality is
created. These realities
have started to spill into
disparate MCU films of late.

Right. So, which
superhero is Mark
Zuckerberg playing?
You’re thinking of the
metaverse, Facebook’s new
virtual reality world of
avatars. [Sigh] Can I please
talk with the multiverse
version of you who’s a little
more switched on? I’ve got
a lot to do today.

Wait, there are different
multiverse versions
of me?
There might be. The idea of
the multiverse is based on
credible scientific theory.
Hey, what did you have for
breakfast this morning?

Special K Red Berries.
I’m classy like that.
Well, multiverse theory
dictates that there’s a
version of you out there
who chose Weetabix
instead and, as a result,
is having a drastically
different day. Those red
berries may have altered
the course of time
and space.

Worth it. So, am I the real
me or just a multiverse
variant? Are you real?
Woah there! This is all
getting very heavy for an
inflight magazine sidebar.
Shall we wind this up?

Alright, then. Don’t want
to be fired.
If you were, at least you
could take solace in the fact
that, in an alternate reality,
a version of you has just
got a promotion.
… Hooray?
That’s the spirit.
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“I did anything
and everything to
be able to close
the door on things
I didn’t want to
do,” says Wong,
who came close
to quitting on
multiple occasions.
“I remember
getting an audition
for [2000s sitcom]
Phoenix Nights.
It was to play an
immigrant in the
back of a van.
He had one line.
I just thought,
‘I’m better than
this.’ I called
my then agent
and told them
I was quitting.
I was out.”
The agent
pleaded with him
to audition for
one more part, and asked if they could send him a
script. It was for 2002’s Dirty Pretty Things, a tense
social thriller to be directed by Stephen Frears,
in which immigrant-background characters were
more than just a cheap punchline. He took the part.
“That was a lifeline,” says Wong. “It did pretty well,
doing the rounds at the Venice Film Festival and
London Film Festival. I even got to take my mum to
the premiere on her birthday. She was shaking on
my arm down the red carpet.”
Having finally tasted success, Wong
recommitted to his dream and continued to plug
away. Eventually, he found himself rewarded with
small but memorable parts in films like Danny
Boyle’s Sunshine and Ridley Scott epic Prometheus.
“You have to believe that someday people will see
you, that they’ll see your body of work,” Wong
says. “Until then, you just have to get your head
down and keep going.”
Having cast a spell on audiences as Wong the
wizard in Doctor Strange, Wong the actor has

the “champagne
problem” of
having to work
out what to do
next now that he’s
an in-demand
star. He’d love to
do a standalone
Disney+ series
centred on Wong.
“That’s a great
idea! Wongtourage – pipe
up, let’s make
that happen!”
he booms,
addressing his
cult legion of fans.
He’s also been
writing movies
himself, full of
autobiographical
texture from his
own life.
Whatever
Wong does next
onscreen, it’ll
be accompanied by renewed work off it to bring
change to the film industry. All good superheroes
have not just an excellent origin story but a
worthy cause. Wong’s is better representation
both in front of the camera and behind the scenes
for aspiring Asian talent.
“Today, you’ll see a kid in a Shang-Chi costume,”
he says, referencing the recent Marvel film in
which, for the first time, the superhero lead was
played by an Asian actor, Simu Liu. “When I was
that age, all I had was the Six Million Dollar Man.
Everyone needs heroes, and heroes that look like
them. I didn’t have that person to look up to so
I had to become it instead.” He says that films like
Shang-Chi are a moment to celebrate. “But the
question is: how are we going to build on that?”
Wong’s superhero journey began in a bed next
to a rabbit and a pop star. His real superheroics
may still be to come.

“EVERYONE NEEDS HEROES, AND HEROES THAT
LOOK LIKE THEM. I DIDN’T HAVE THAT PERSON TO
LOOK UP TO SO I HAD TO BECOME IT INSTEAD”

Watch Spider-Man: No Way Home
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Coat: Raey
T-shirt: Sunspel
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Dark academia

“DARK ACADEMIA” IS THIS
YEAR’S BIGGEST SOCIAL
MEDIA TREND AND IT’S
MAKING TWEED BLAZERS
AND FUSTY OLD COLLEGES
SEEM COOL. PRIZE PUPIL
JESSICA PRUPAS EXPLAINS –
IN SUITABLY BOOKISH
FASHION – WHY SCHOOL’S
IN FOR THE SUMMER
DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION: HIT&RUN
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Dark academia

TS EMERGENCE

DEFINITION OF “DARK ACADEMIA”

1. According to pop culture theorist and Instagram
academic Kristen Cochrane – whose popular
monthly newsletter casts a critical eye on internet
culture – dark academia is an aesthetic and lifestyle
that “emphasises the scholarly and its encounters
with moody themes”; in other words, the emo side
of erudition. Its proponents like to engage in
knowledge-seeking activities like reading, writing
and admiring art – only they’ll probably be wearing
dark colours and brooding while doing it. Typical
pursuits include, but are not limited to: taking a
stroll around Edinburgh (fig. 2) to admire its Gothic
buildings on a rainy day; studying for the sake of
studying until you become ill and bedridden; being
fascinated by mysterious fictional deaths.

The University
of Edinburgh
SCOTLAND

This storied uni has seen
its fair share of pasty
bookish students shuffling
to lectures under gloomy
autumnal skies. The
440-year-old institute
rocks a hodgepodge of
architectural vibes, from
gleaming steel-and-glass

2.1. The subculture took first root on TikTok,
Instagram and Tumblr in 2020, when
creators like 18-year-old theatre student
Sydney Decker – who runs themed IG
account @myfairesttreasure – began posting mood
boards that instructed adherents on how to dress,
do their make-up and spend their free time.
Suggestions include: writing in a journal, reciting
poetry and skulking around moody libraries (fig.3).
2.2. The trend really caught fire last year, when
more and more creators began pivoting towards
the dark academic realm. Now, #darkacademia
has over 1.8 billion views on Tiktok and 1.4 million
posts on Instagram. Its most prolific creators
include the mysterious Celesté – aka
@deadacademic on Instagram and @artindetails
on Twitter – who posts classic paintings of
sorrowful subjects coupled with torturous,
existential quotes from everyone from Homer to
Bukowski, and Talya, who posts shadowy,
contemplative videos of her life in Edinburgh
under the handle @cosyacademia on TikTok.
(Her bio reads: “Eternally romanticising my life.”)

HEMES

3.1. A torrent of tweed
Aesthetically, the trend has an
established uniform: crisp linen shirts,
chunky argyle or cable knit jumpers,
trousers or wool skirts, and blazers. It’s preferable
that at least one item of
clothing is made from
tweed, and everything must
be in earthy tones.
See: The floaty professor
look espoused by dark
academic fashion icon Clive,
played by Hugh Grant, in
FIG.1
1987 film Maurice (fig.1).

boxes to sprawling
Renaissance palazzi. For
the true dark academia
experience, however,
make a beeline for
imperious New College,
designed by
Victorian architect
William Henry Playfair.

FIG.2
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FIG.3

John Rylands
Library
MANCHESTER

Positively Hogwarts-ian
with its soaring vaulted
ceilings, whisper-quiet
alcoves and venerable
stone columns, John
Rylands Library in the
centre of Manchester is a
bibliophile’s dream. Fully
200,000 volumes –
among them first editions
of the Gutenberg Bible
and dark academia staple
Ulysses – perfume the air
with a heady intellectual
musk. There’s even a
romantic backstory
– Enriqueta Rylands
tearfully erected this
beautiful book repository
in tribute to her late
husband, a textile tycoon
and philanthropist,
throwing the doors open
on their wedding
anniversary in 1899.

3.2. So emotional
According to Cochrane,
dark academia’s preferred
mood – both
meteorologically and
metaphorically – is “rain
FIG.4
and overcast skies”. Its
adherents tend toward
emotional volatility and a
general surplus of “feels”,
cultivating a rich interior life of poetic anguish
and sublime pain.
See: Elle Fanning as the lovelorn author of
Frankenstein in 2017’s Mary Shelley (fig.4).

3.3. Big brain stuff
It’s called “dark academia”, after all.
Proponents of the trend emphasise
intellectualism, usually in the
context of a classical, liberal
education. The humanities get
preferential treatment over STEM
subjects: literature, philosophy,
history, art and ancient and
modern languages are all
frequent preoccupations of the
dark academic.
See: Robin Williams as
unorthodox English teacher

FIG.5
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Dark academia

Mr Keating in the canonical
dark academic film, Dead
Poets Society (fig.5).
3.4. Learning the hard way
Dark academic purists don’t
look for earthly rewards like
FIG.6
fame or money – rather,
they pursue knowledge for
knowledge’s sake. “If you
become an academic under the spirit of dark
academia, it is because you are obsessed with the
pursuit of knowledge,” says Cochrane. “It engulfs
you and you can become sick from it.” The illness or
general hardship caused by the relentless, singleminded pursuit of your craft is romanticised – what’s
more romantic than dedicating your life to art?
See: Daniel Day-Lewis’s turn as obsessive designer
Reynolds Woodcock in Phantom Thread (fig.6).

St Xavier’s College
MUMBAI

Originally founded, and
still controlled, by Jesuits
– the elite order of Roman
Catholic priests who love a
bit of education and
practical preaching
– Mumbai’s foremost
Neo-Gothic pile conceals
thrilling hidden passages

and a noteworthy
collection of early
Mesopotamian seals.
Students have to adhere to
a strict dress code and the
college once hosted a
speech by everyone’s
favourite highbrow
pin-up, Barack Obama.

PHOTOS: A LAMY, ADOBE STO CK, TOUC HSTONE, SKY ATLANTIC, CORWIN W ICK ERSHA M

HY NOW?

4.1. The question of why dark
academia has reached a fever
pitch in 2022 perplexes
followers of the trend. While
there’s no unified theory, some believe the timing
of its rise is significant – its ascension coincided
with the pandemic. “People have been reflecting,
reading, and watching a lot of film and television
with more time spent at home,” says Cochrane.
“Maybe Instagram browsing and comparing oneself
to others has begun to expire.”
4.2. This dovetails
with another
theory – that dark
academia is a
reaction against
FIG.7
the primacy of
pop culture
online, a
counterpoint to
the information
superhighway of
Paris Hilton
memes and cat
videos. According
to Cochrane, dark
academia is still
a way for people
to have fun
online, but “it’s
oppositional to
the idea of not
reading or
thinking”.
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York
Minster

ENGLAND
Utterly dominating the
skyline of this peaceful
city, York Minster – aka
the Cathedral and
Metropolitical Church of
Saint Peter in York – is a
gigantic Gothic beast.
Started in about 1230,
but not finished until 1472,
the vast stone hulk
incorporates – among
innumerable leering
gargoyles and flying
buttresses – the largest
surviving medieval
window in Great Britain.
No fewer than 300 panels
of divine stained glass
tell the epic story of
Creation and the end
of the world itself.

Boch Center – Wang Theatre
BOSTON

The Wang is a pretty
faux-Baroque performing
arts venue where, since
the roaring 1920s, the
learned denizens of New
England have congregated
for high-minded nights at
the ballet and such. These
days, the classical canon

jostles for position on the
Wang playbill with brainy
contemporary acts like
Sigur Rós (8 June). If
you’re a sucker for a frieze,
Corinthian capitals and
ornamented ceilings,
you’re guaranteed to feel
at home here.

ONCLUSION

5.1. After years as a social media
subculture, it looks like dark academia
is finally breaking into the mainstream.
Now that travel is on the books again,
cerebral tourists are venturing out to explore the
world’s dark academic hotspots (figs.7-9). Late last
year, author and journalist Lili Anolik released a
swishly produced podcast called Once Upon a
Time… at Bennington College, which chronicles all
the gossip of the Vermont university’s most
salacious decade, the 1980s – when dark academic
icon and author Donna Tartt was a student.
TV has hit peak dark academia: A Discovery
of Witches – based on
Deborah Harkness’ All Souls
Trilogy (fig.10), which follows
a Yale professor’s discovery
of a bewitched manuscript
– and Dickinson (fig.11), a
biographical series about the
FIG.10
19th-century poet, are both
in their third season.
So, will we all be donning
tweed blazers and carrying around dog-eared
novels this year? Maybe not. Cochrane stresses that
dark academia still has, well, a dark side. “It has
great potential for being toxic,” she says. Sacrificing
your health for the sake of art is never a good look.
5.2. Still, the mainstreaming of the trend has some
upsides – specifically, its normalising effect on
intellectualism.
“One of the
critiques of my
work is that it’s too
‘academic,’” says
FIG.9
Cochrane. “I think
this is because our
culture doesn’t
value subtext.” But
dark academia’s
rise could change
that a little by
making more space
for the cerebral
online. Once we’ve
had our fill of
mindless scrolling,
it won’t kill us to
use our brains a
little – or will it?

FIG.11

Watch Harry Potter and
the Philosopher’s Stone
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Cheers to summer

What makes
the perfect
summer
cocktail?
Light and
long? Simple
and spritzy?
Cool and
classic?
We’ve
journeyed
around the
world to
answer that
question,
trying
drinks from
London to
Los Angeles.
Here are
five brilliant
bursts
of liquid
sunshine
to sip from
behind
your shades
PHOTOGRAPHS:
LYDIA WHITMORE
WORDS:
ALEXANDER BARLOW
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PERFECT MARTINI
DUKES BAR, LONDON
THE LOWDOWN

London is spoiled for
cool-off cocktails, but for
Mayfair sophisticates
there really is only one
summer sip that matters:
Dukes’ Martini. With gin
served “direct” from a
frozen bottle into an
iced, V-shaped coupe,
bartender Alessandro
Palazzi crafts a crisp,
super-chilled dry Martini
that generously favours
the gin – in this case, No 3
– over vermouth.
THE RECIPE

2 oz No 3 gin
4 dashes Dolin dry
vermouth
Dash the vermouth into an
iced Martini glass, pour in
the gin. Do not stir. Spritz
with Amalfi lemon peel,
then add to garnish.
Fly to London
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America’s Best
JUST SAY “SO-LAY”!

“Soleil,” the French word for sun, is pure sunshine in a
bottle. Soleil Mimosa is a blissful blend of luscious juices
and premium white wine graced with a light effervescence.
Available in Classic, Mango, Pineapple and Pomegranate.
FRESH-MIMOSA.COM
Drink Responsibly.

Fresh-Mimosa-April.indd 1
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Cheers to summer

ABSCISSION
EKAA, MUMBAI

THE LOWDOWN

Mumbai’s hottest new
opening is forwardthinking chef Niyati Rao’s
Noma-esque restaurant
that creates artful dishes
out of unsung ingredients
from across India. Its
cocktails are just as
inspired: a twist on the
gimlet, this elegant,
cleverly calibrated summer
curative combines
Indian-distilled gin with
a house-made herbal
liqueur comprising five
indigenous leaves (kaffir,
pandan and neem among
them), which head
mixologist Jishnu AJ
says bring a refreshing
bitter tang to the drink.
“Gin cocktails always make
the best summer serves,”
he states.
THE RECIPE

2 oz Stranger & Sons gin
1 oz herbal liqueur*
1 bar spoon citrus
bitters**
*Distil 200g pandan leaves
and 200g kaffir leaves with
2 litres of water using the
hydrosol method. Macerate
with 150g betel leaves and
200g pak choi; strain, then
add 150g sugar and 100ml
neutral spirit.
**Mix citric and malic acid
(4:2) with 100ml water.
Stir all ingredients in a
mixing glass with ice;
strain into a coupe glass;
garnish with skeleton
banyan leaf.
Fly to Mumbai
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Cheers to summer

OUR OLD
FASHIONED
DANTE WEST
VILLAGE,
NEW YORK

THE LOWDOWN

The classic, bourbonbased Old Fashioned gets
a rich, nutty summer refit
via Jerez at a beautiful,
vibe-y bar-cafe that’s
become a mainstay of
New York’s outdoordrinking-dining season.
Set on the corner of

Hudson and Perry, the
sidewalk tables here are
some of the most coveted
seats in the West Village.
Book well ahead.

THE RECIPE

2 oz Woodford
Reserve Rye
1/2 oz Bodegas Lustau
Palo Cortado
3/4 oz PX sherry
2 dashes saline*
2 dashes chocolate
bitters
2 dashes orange bitters

*Add 50g Maldon salt
to 500ml hot water, stir
to dissolve.
Stir all ingredients with
ice; strain into a rocks
glass and garnish with an
orange peel twist.
Fly to New York
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No.981867 Brown Forman (Woodford Reserve).indd 1
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Cheers to summer

BLOW A KISS,
FIRE A GUN
28 HONGKONG ST,
SINGAPORE

THE RECIPE

1.5 oz Alipus mezcal
1/2 oz yellow chartreuse
1 bar spoon Luxardo
Maraschino liqueur
1 oz forest berry syrup

THE LOWDOWN

Singapore has two climatic
modes: hot and very hot.
So the city-state’s
bartenders tend to excel
in punchy, fruit-forward
refreshers engineered to
offer instant escape from
the tropical heat. A riff on
the Planter’s Punch (that
borrows a line from Major
Lazer tune Lean On),
former 28 HongKong St
bartender Joe
Alessandroni’s drink
delivers while subbing out
the Jamaican rum in the
OG recipe for an unlikely
but gloriously refreshing
alliance of mezcal and
yellow chartreuse.
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Add all ingredients to a
footed pilsner glass; fill
with crushed ice and
swizzle. Cap with more
ice; garnish with a lemon
wheel, raspberry and
orchid flower.
Fly to Singapore
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Cheers to summer

LONG-LOST
FORGOTTEN
DEATH & CO,
LOS ANGELES

THE LOWDOWN

It’s no secret that low-tono alcohol cocktails are
a thing worldwide, but
perhaps no more so than
in health-conscious LA,
where just about every bar
in town now offers a roster
of “NoLo” drinks to the
so-called “sober curious”.

A stand-out serve from head
bartender Kevin Nguyen’s
menu, the Long-Lost
Forgotten uses a rich,
nutty sherry as its base,
with only a small dose of
higher-strength tequila,
to create a tangy, low-ABV
revitaliser for more
mindful drinkers.

THE RECIPE

1.5 oz Hidalgo Oloroso
sherry
0.75 oz Pajarote Ponche
de Tamarindo
0.25 oz jalapeño blanco
tequila
0.75 oz pineapple juice
0.5 oz lime juice
0.25 oz demerara syrup
Add all ingredients to a
mixing tin, shake well
and strain into a crushedice-filled Collins glass.
Garnish with a single
pineapple frond.

DRINKS STYLIST: JOE STO KOE AT HEADS , HEARTS & TA IL S

Fly to Los Angeles
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The perfect martini demands the perfect gin at its heart. The most refreshing
balance of Juniper, Citrus and Spice, with passion and precision in every drop.
The critics have called No.3, the best in the world four times.*
We call it Gin Perfection.

International Spirits Challenge 2012, 2013, 2015, 2019 – World’s Best Gin, trophy winner.
2019 – Supreme Champion Spirit

*

No.981769 Fields Morris Verdin (No3 Gin).indd 1

Discover Gin Perfection.
no3gin.com

13/04/2022 15:11

SOUTH AFRICA’S COAST HAS HISTORICALLY
BEEN A PLACE OF EXCLUSION. BUT THE
COUNTRY’S FIRST BLACK FREEDIVING INSTRUCTOR,
ZANDILE NDHLOVU – AKA THE BLACK MERMAID – IS
ON A MISSION TO BRING MORE DIVERSITY TO THE SEA.
PIERRE DE VILLIERS GETS DEEP WITH A TRUE PIONEER
PHOTOGRAPHS: PIER NIRANDARA & JANIK ALHEIT
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Dive South Africa
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braided hair and silver wetsuit sparkling in the
mid-morning sun, Zandile (Zandi) Ndhlovu
disappears below the surface of the turquoise
waters off the coast of Cape Town. A flick of the fins
powers her into the deep. Soon, she glides into kelp
forest – part of a network that’s twice as wide as
the Grand Canyon, and home to octopodes, pyjama
sharks and schools of curious fish that scatter as
she twirls towards the bottom and up again. Cutting
a striking figure among the usual throng of
sun-scorched bathers and rubber-clad snorkellers,
she’s completely at home under the sea, living up to
her nickname: the Black Mermaid.
Ndhlovu is South Africa’s first Black freediving
instructor. Given that the country’s 3,000km
coastline contains some of the world’s most
celebrated diving points, the lack of representation
in this field is perhaps surprising, but can be traced
back to the country’s segregated past, when the
sea here was used as an instrument of exclusion.
It’s an imbalance the Black Mermaid is determined
to address. In addition to regular diving courses she
runs from the coastal hamlet of Simon’s Town,
Ndhlovu also reaches out to children from nearby
townships, teaching them to let go of their fears
and embrace the ocean. Her ultimate goal is to
diversify diving spaces and involve more Black
people in marine preservation efforts – a mission
that makes the 34-year-old one of South Africa’s
most important conservationists.
When I join her for a taste of her diving course
– on a lunar-white stretch of sand behind the
Simon’s Town train station – it’s crystal clear why
she’s made waves the world over as an instructor.
While the freezing water leaves me breathless,
numb and flailing, Ndhlovu seems impervious to the
elements, merrily chatting away as we move deeper
into the ocean, which she treats like a female friend
(the ocean is a “her”). As my mind drifts from the
piercing cold to fears of rip tides and sharks,
Ndhlovu radiates a contagious calmness – her broad
smile and breezy voice quell any jangling nerves.
“The important thing, whether it’s snorkelling,
scuba or freediving, is that you try and relax,” she
explains. “Just because you feel discomfort doesn’t
mean you shouldn’t be out here. The key is to identify
that fear, embrace the discomfort. Fear is the holy
ground we stand on before we do great things.”
For someone waist-deep in gelid sea water,
she’s impressively articulate. I heed her advice and,
as soon as I stop resisting, things become easier.
This is Ndhlovu’s MO: teaching people to let go
and stop fighting the ocean. For her, everything
comes back to that elemental fear we’re all
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Dive South Africa
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saddled with – even when
breathing. “If you don’t breathe
normally, you’ll sink,” she says.
“When you’re out in the sea, I tell
people to lay on the water and
breathe normally. You have to
trust that you’ll float. It’s about
letting go of the doubt and fear.”
I’m not the only one getting
lessons in fear management from
Ndhlovu today. Also joining her
for the morning are five children from the Langa
township, who are here to learn about the ocean
and why the water is nothing to be afraid of. It’s
part of a programme for underprivileged kids run

“When someone you know
drowns, it changes how you
interact with the ocean”
by Ndhlovu through her non-profit Black Mermaid
Foundation. After a talk on the beach about the
importance of conservation, the instructor leads
the youngsters (who are kitted out in wetsuits and
snorkels) into the water, slowly swimming ahead
while they hang onto a buoy and have a look at
the busy ecosystem just beneath the surface. By
the time they return, their grins are as broad as
Table Mountain.
“When I see kids’ reactions to discovering this
new world it reminds me why I wouldn’t do any
other work,” says Ndhlovu, who grew up in poverty
in Soweto herself. “These children witness hard living
conditions and the ocean is a place where they can
just be kids. But it takes someone to go and get
them and bring them here. Just because they are

Previous page & left:
Janik Alheit shot
Zandile Ndhlovu with
photographer Pier
Nirandara, who were
both named 2022
PADI AmbassaDivers
for their work
connected to the
underwater world

within close proximity of the ocean
doesn’t mean they have access.”
The conservation message
baked into Ndhlovu’s sea
excursions is clearly having an
effect. While she takes part of the
group out snorkelling, the rest
spend their time cleaning up the
beach. “You can’t protect
something that you don’t know,”
says Ndhlovu. “We go on these
excursions and the sea will do what she does with
everybody – you will fall in love with her.”
Just how much Ndhlovu’s message of inclusion
is needed is underlined by the fact that the
instructor and her pupils are the only Black people
on Long Beach today. Ndhlovu explains how a fear
of the ocean was engendered among South
Africa’s Black population during apartheid. Under
the segregated system, Black people were not only
banned from the country’s best beaches, but entire
communities were removed from prime oceanfront properties and placed in areas where the sea
was often more dangerous.
“When someone you know drowns, it changes
how you interact with the ocean,” says Ndhlovu. As
a little girl, she was told myths about a giant snake
lurking beneath the waves that grabs kids if they
don’t get out of the water when the ocean pulls
back. “This idea that we are not water people is
only there because of the narrative we’ve been fed.
But that narrative needs to change. The ocean is for
everyone. It’s this space where you don’t have to
explain why you’re there or why you look a certain
way, you just belong.”
Ndhlovu first felt this sense of belonging in 2016.
In need of a break while going through a divorce,
she headed to Bali for a two-week holiday and

PHOTOS: ADO BE STOCK, @ PIERSGREATPERHA PS, VERITY FITZGERALD

3 OF ZANDILE NDHLOVU’S FAVOURITE DIVING SPOTS

1

2

3

SODWANA BAY,
KWAZULU-NATAL

CAPE TOWN
KELP FORESTS

ALIWAL SHOAL,
KWAZULU-NATAL

“Sodwana is an incredible dive destination because it
is the one place where you could see anything – from
whale sharks to manta rays and great white sharks
– along with the most beautiful corals and variety of
fish life! It is on the Indian Ocean coast, so the waters
are warm, too.”

“Cape Town’s kelp forests still have me in a trance. This
golden underwater forest is a wonder to see – it looks
like all the fairy tales you’ve read. While diving here,
you can come across beautiful sting rays, Cape fur seals
and more – but, being the Atlantic, the waters here are
a little crisper.”

“Aliwal Shoal is known for sharks and beautiful wrecks.
If you’re a shark addict like me, this is the most
incredible place to dive – the waters are warm and the
launches are thrilling, but the best part is the life you’ll
encounter here. Apart from the sharks, you also may see
eagle rays, whales and more.”
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decided to join a snorkel trip – something she’d
never done before. “Once I was in the water I went
into full-on panic mode thinking I was drowning,”
she recalls. “But I calmed myself down and looked
beneath the surface and thought – what is this?”
Entranced by what she experienced, Ndhlovu
started training as a scuba diver back in South
Africa and, after seeing video footage in 2018 of
women diving without tanks, she quit her
consultancy business in Johannesburg and started
training as a freediver. She qualified in 2020 – just
as the world was shutting down because of Covid.
Shut in her home and missing the ocean, she
decided to channel the spirit of the sea. “I wanted
to be a mermaid, so I got blue hair extensions,” she
says, laughing. “I didn’t think it would become this
talking point, but people seem to respond to it.”
Her nickname is a reclamation – she was
frustrated by the fact that the word “mermaid” only

“The key is to identify the fear…
Fear is the holy ground we stand
on before we do great things”
ever conjures up images of Disney’s Ariel and other
white, fish-tailed characters. But, despite the strides
she’s made towards a more inclusive diving culture
in South Africa, she deflects any praise: “Me being
the first Black freediving instructor is the country’s
accomplishment, not an individual one. It says a lot
about South Africans’ ability to dream despite
where we come from.”
The day after our lesson, I decide to wander
back to Long Beach. The thought of yesterday’s
bone-chilling, nerve-spiking swim is still fresh in my
memory, but taking a deep breath, I go in
nonetheless. As I head in deeper than ever before
and swim towards the swaying kelp forests, the
Black Mermaid’s voice echoes through my head:
“When you leave your fears behind and see the
true face of the ocean, everything changes.”
Fly to Cape Town
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Dive South Africa

Ndhlovu quickly instills
calm in anyone who
comes to Simon’s
Town to take part in
her diving lessons
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WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH
Swashbuckling romcom The Lost City
has drawn comparisons to 80s hits
Romancing the Stone and Jewel of the
Nile. In the new film, Sandra Bullock’s
writer is kidnapped by a billionaire fan,
who is convinced she knows the location
of a hidden treasure. Channing Tatum
comes to her aid, and the duo capture
the chemistry of Michael Douglas and
Kathleen Turner – with added Brad Pitt.
Watch The Lost City
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THE BEST
OF WHAT'S
ONBOARD
63–68

Oscar-winning
films showing
onboard this
month include
Belfast and
Encanto.
70–73

Relive the English
Premier League’s
best moments,
laugh at Larry
David and loads
more great telly.
75–77

New albums from
Yard Act, Fickle
Friends and
Stereophonics,
plus tunes to
keep kids happy.

We’re one of the
few airlines that
selects their own
movies and TV,
with lots of new
content onboard
each month.
Look out for
anything labelled
with a heart –
that means we
think it’s the best
of the best. We
champion big
blockbusters,
quirky shorts,
binge-worthy
box sets and ace
docs. Read on
for our top picks
for May.
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What’s On

THE CHOICE IS YOURS

Tune into Vera, our award-winning world of entertainment

SCREEN TIME

Parental blocking

If you want to block by
rating or specific content,
please talk to a member of
the cabin crew.

Onboard this
month we have

135
490

Headphones

Using your headphones?
Our PAs are recorded at
levels that work with the
headphones we provide
onboard, so be prepared
if you use your own.

Movies

Albums, podcasts
& playlists

364
28
57
Hours of
TV shows

Destination
guides

Hours of
kids’ content

The entertainment screens on
our sleek new A350 aircraft
are all touchscreen, but you

Viewing guide
ARE YOU A fan of grime, rock, pop or classical music?
Do you like dark movie thrillers or light-hearted comedies?
Whatever you’re into, we have it onboard. But what if you’ve
got eclectic taste and you like all these things – and more?
Well, on our aircraft you can create your own bespoke
playlists for music and watchlists for TV and movies.
Here’s how:
Select an album from Music, a TV show from TV
or a movie from Movies.
For Music, click on the star symbol next to your chosen track
or album.
For Movies and TV click Save Show/Movie for Later.
Depending on which aircraft you are on,
you’ll see a tab or star at the top of your
screen.
Click on it and you’ll see the
items you’ve selected.
Select Music, Movies or TV.
Now you can work through your
personally curated list of top
entertainment at 30,000ft.

can also choose to navigate
our awesome selection of
movies, TV and music with
your own device too. All you
need to do is pair your phone
or tablet and, hey presto, it
turns into a remote control.
Here’s how:
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t
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the optio ine it
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On your entertainment
screen, select the pairing
button (see left) to get your
four-digit code.
On your personal device,
select the “Virgin-Atlantic”
WiFi network.
Your device will

Not suitable for
nervous flyers
Unsuitable
for children
Vera
Loves

Languages

Most movies have several
language options available.
To find them, pick a movie,
select the dropdown
language box, choose your
language and enjoy! We also
have a selection of Hindi and
Chinese movies onboard.

Subtitling

Subtitles and audio
descriptive titles (AD)
are available on a selection
of movies onboard.

automatically take you to our
WiFi page.
Select Control Your Screen.
Select the pairing button
and enter your four-digit
code when it asks you.
Ta-da! You can now use
your device as a remote.
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What’s On
Movies
A FILM SELECTION TO CONFOUND EXPECTATIONS

WORDS: A L HOR NER P HOTO: ALA MY

“IT’S BEEN NICE TO
SUPRISE PEOPLE”
JOANNA SCANLAN IS throwing her hat in the
ring to be the next James Bond. “You might find this
hard to believe, but I’ve always considered myself an
action actress,” the star of acclaimed drama After
Love says. “I may be overweight but I can run and do
my own stunts! I’d also happily be a Bond villain.
When you play a villain, you have to tap into the part
of yourself which is ugly. There’s something very
pleasurable about that, because the rest of the time
in life I have to be benign and sweet and kind and
nice. It’s lovely being let off the hook to find my vile
side and let it out,” she says, unleashing an evil
chuckle that would make even Blofeld blush.
At 60, Scanlan – till recently best known for
comedic roles – may not seem like a frontrunner for
a super spy franchise. But if there’s one lesson to be
learned from the Merseyside-born actress’s career,
it’s to never write her off. In March, she won Best
Actress at the BAFTAs for her part in After Love,
playing a white Muslim convert named Mary. In
the wake of her late husband’s death, she
uncovers a secret existence hid from her. This,
despite most people associating her with Terri
Coverley, the bumbling pencil-pusher she portrayed
in early 00s BBC sitcom swear-fest The Thick of It.
“It’s been quite nice to surprise people,” she laughs.
Scanlan approached Mary the same way she
approached Terri. “I’ve always taken comedy very
seriously. I never try to be funny, just honest and
sincere in what my character wants and who they
are. If the scene turns out to be funny, it’s because
of the situation around them,” she explains. Where
the two differ is that Mary might just help change

With a BAFTA for After Love,
Joanna Scanlan’s roles keep
getting better and better. She
tells us why she’s happy to
keep defying assumptions

Joanna
Scanlan in
After Love
(above) and
with her
Best
Actress
BAFTA

the types of characters we get to see on screen
moving forward, after all the acclaim and awards
that have met After Love, hailed as one of the best
movies of 2021. “She’s not the sort you’d normally
be allowed to make a film about,” Scanlan says,
beaming. “Mary’s the same age as me, the same
shape as me, and is marginalised and made
invisible because of it… I would love it if we opened
the door in any way for more characters like that.”
There’s a precedent for what might await
Scanlan next. Olivia Colman, after all, went from
British sitcom silliness (Peep Show) to the heights
of Hollywood, at an age at which the ageism and
sexism of the movie business means that roles
typically begin drying up. Scanlan isn’t getting
ahead of herself, but is excited to embark on a
new chapter in her career, beginning with a twisty
thriller titled The Light in the Hall, shot in both
English and Welsh – “I had to learn an entire
language for it,” she says – and two dramas that
she’s not yet allowed to talk about but are “very
exciting”. Whatever comes next, whether it’s a
Bond movie or down-to-earth drama, prepare
for more success.
Watch After Love
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OUR TOP PICKS. SEE THE ONSCREEN LISTINGS FOR MORE
HOT RIGHT NOW

Licorice Pizza
Alana Haim,
Cooper Hoffman

100
mins

A simple story of first love and growing
up in 1970s LA, the beguiling Licorice
Pizza is an incredible, joyous experience.
Hardly surprising when you consider
that it’s directed by the masterful Paul
Thomas Anderson. See right

Chasing Wonders
Anna Vincent,
Stewart Le Marechal

86
mins

FILMED OVER FIVE years so actor Michael Crisafulli could convincingly
portray both a boy and a young adult, Chasing Wonders is the affecting tale of a
kid who sets out to find the magical Emu Plains – and soon finds himself on an
extraordinary adventure of self-discovery. Much of the film’s strength hinges on
its treatment of the narrative, so we find ourselves switching between past and
present, gradually building up a complete picture. It’s a technique that not only
capitalises on the movie’s unique production process, but also means that viewers
know more about the various plot machinations than the characters. The result
is a simple father-son story told with great intelligence and sensitivity.

Cyrano
Peter Dinklage,
Haley Bennett

Belfast
124
mins

Director Joe Wright’s take on the classic
tale of Cyrano de Bergerac tells of the
quick-witted but diminutive Cyrano
(Dinklage), who wants to win the heart
of Roxanne (Bennett). Packed with great
songs and sumptuously shot, it’s a feast
for the senses. See overleaf

Jamie Dornan,
Caitriona Balfe

After Love
Joanna Scanlan,
Nathalie Richard

89
mins

Scanlan has been impressing with her
awesome turn as Mary Hussain, a Muslim
by marriage, who after her husband’s
death discovers he had a secret. To get
to the bottom of things, she must first
cross the Channel... See opener

The Fallout
98
mins

Kenneth Branagh’s love letter to the city
in which he grew up is a feast of
delights, from the stellar cast to the
stunning cinematography and a
storyline that packs a real emotional
punch. No wonder it’s been snaffling
awards left, right and centre.

Jenna Ortega,
Maddie Ziegler

96
mins

A school shooting is the springboard for
this sensitively handled drama in which
survivor Vada (a superb performance
from Ortega) navigates her grief with
varying degrees of success. What
emerges is a genuinely insightful study
of trauma with darkly comic moments.
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FA M I LY
ENU
ON THE M

How to
make a
Licorice
Pizza

Mixing up Paul Thomas
Anderson’s tasty movie
Cheesy romance
Take a gorgeous coming-ofage love story, of sorts,
between Alana Haim, as
Alana, and Cooper, Philip
Seymour Hoffman’s son, as
Gary. Who both crush their
screen debuts, for the record.

VERA LISTINGS: ANDREW HOLM ES WORDS: A NDY HILL PHOTO: A DOBE STOCK

Dishy cameos
Add Maya Rudolph and Tom
Waits as easy-on-the-eye
garnish. But they’ve got
nothing on Bradley Cooper as
Barbra Streisand’s lover, or
Leonardo DiCaprio’s actual
dad as a waterbed salesman.
A meaty score
Director Paul Thomas
Anderson again tapped up
Radiohead’s Jonny
Greenwood for a
mesmerising original score,
on a soundtrack also
featuring mid-century
mood-setters from Paul
McCartney and Nina Simone.
Hallucinogenic toppings
Anderson’s shimmering,
overexposed cinematography
magics you back to San
Fernando Valley in the 1970s.
Even the lenses he chose to
shoot the movie are from that
era – bare midriffs and ageing
screen icons never looked
so delish.

Encanto
Stephanie Beatriz,
María Cecilia Botero

102
mins

THE LATEST FAMILY FAVOURITE from Disney tells of a young Colombian girl,
Mirabel Madrigal, whose family live in a magical town called Encanto. What sets the
Madrigals apart is that every kid in the clan has been blessed with a unique gift,
ranging from super strength to the power to heal. Every child, that is, except one:
Mirabel. So for starters, Mirabel must cope with being the only one of her family not
to have magical powers. Next, she discovers that the magic surrounding Encanto is
in danger and she is her family’s only hope. From these seeds bloom a superb,
classically Disney tale with some of the best musical numbers since Frozen. Put it
this way: those songs that the kid in your life has been singing? They’re here.

Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone
Daniel Radcliffe,
Emma Watson

Clifford the Big Red Dog
152
mins

If you want to feel ancient, consider this
first entry in the Harry Potter series of
films is now over two decades old. The
cast may have aged, but the magic of this
classic, as we join Harry beginning his
wizard’s training at Hogwarts, has not.

Jack Whitehall,
Darby Camp

97
mins

Big and red, Clifford is still the cutest
puppy ever, but when he grows up to
be the biggest dog in New York City,
he starts to attract the wrong kind of
attention, so he and his beloved owner,
Emily, must go on the run to escape the
forces of greed. A fun family adventure.

Watch Licorice Pizza
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Shang-Chi and the
Legend of the Ten Rings
Simu Liu,
Awkwafina

120
mins

Marvel’s fabled master of weaponsbased kung fu gets his origin story in
this action-packed adventure, where
Shang-Chi is drawn into the infamous
Ten Rings organisation.

Spider-Man: No Way Home
Tom Holland,
Zendaya

148
mins

WOAH. TO SAY that events in the latest Spider-Man movie are huge is a gross
understatement. The story picks up from the last instalment, when (sorry, spoilers
ahead) Spider-Man’s identity has been revealed. Feeling as though he’s the victim
of Beatlemania, our hero Peter (Holland) approaches Doctor Strange (Benedict
Cumberbatch) for assistance. But when the resulting spell goes Pete Tong, enemies
from past lives appear – and not just enemies either, but some rather familiar faces
from the past. Make no mistake, this is a great movie, perhaps even a high point of
the whole MCU franchise, and what makes it so exemplary is that it plays almost
like a “greatest hits of Spider-Man”. If you’ve seen it you’ll know exactly what we
mean by that. If you haven’t? Then, boy, are you in for a treat.

The Suicide Squad
Margot Robbie,
Idris Elba

132
mins

Never has the definite article been so
important as in this sequel to 2016’s
Suicide Squad. Confused? Don’t be. Just
enjoy what turns out to be a rollicking
shoot ’em up with Harley Quinn and co
sent to battle an alien starfish.

EEEK!

La Abuela
Almudena Amor,
Vera Valdez

Last Night in Soho
100
mins

Spanish-language chiller that plays with
the usual grammar of horror films. When
model Susana (Amor) learns that her
grandmother Pilar (Valdez) has had a
stroke, she returns to Madrid to care for
her. Strange things then begin to happen.

Anya Taylor-Joy,
Matt Smith

Old
116
mins

Baby Driver director Edgar once again
proves that he’s Mr Wright with this
horror-cum-mystery set in the London
enclave of the title. Atmospheric and
featuring great work from Taylor-Joy,
this is very much the Wright stuff.

Gael García Bernal,
Vicky Krieps

109
mins

If you know director M Night Shyamalan
then you’ll expect something chilling,
extraordinary and – yes – with a twist.
This one involves a family who, while on a
beach, find themselves ageing so fast
that they live their entire lives in one day.
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D R A M A C O M E DY

Parallel Mothers
Penélope Cruz,
Aitana Sánchez Gijón

123
mins

Pedro Almodóvar’s latest exercise in
idiosyncratic brilliance is a stunning
Spanish-language treatise on
motherhood. Cruz is one of two women
who meet in a maternity ward and form
an important bond.

Book of Love
Sam Claflin,
Verónica Echegui

A Journal for Jordan
Jalon Christian,
Michael B Jordan

131
mins

The ridiculously talented Denzel
Washington takes the directorial reins
for this true-life tale of a soldier
deployed to Iraq who writes a journal of
love and advice for his infant son. The
result is unashamedly sentimental.

ARE YOU IN the mood for an undemanding romcom? Of course you are – and
this is the perfect fodder. The story concerns the grumpy and somewhat
buttoned-up writer Henry (Claflin), who discovers that his slow-selling book is
doing great business in Mexico. Urged by his publisher (a brilliant supporting turn
from Lucy Punch), he goes to promote the book in Mexico, hooks up with the
translator, Maria (Echegui), and then discovers exactly why it’s been doing such
good numbers. Why, you ask? We’ll leave that for you to find out. Suffice to say,
Henry’s not at all happy – until, that is, he finds himself developing feelings for
Maria. What happens next may not be the most original romcom fodder ever, but
even so, it’s guaranteed to give you the feels.

WORDS: ANDY HILL PHOTO: A LAM Y

Huh, so he was a real guy?
Absolutely. Savinien Cyrano
de Bergerac (1619–55) was
born in Paris and lived
a short but epic life as a
duellist and dramatist.

LUFF
M OV I E B

WHO WAS CYRANO
DE BERGERAC?

86
mins

As a what?
He excelled in sword
fighting and writing plays.
Satirical sci-fi was his
niche, weirdly. Way
ahead of his time.
So the movie starring
Tyrion Lannister (Peter
Dinklage, right) is about
his life?
Kinda. Not really. Bergerac
was such a dude that

several tall tales have
been written about him,
most notably by French
playwright Edmond
Rostand. This new flick
is an adaptation of that
19th-century work.
What’s real and
what’s fake?
De Bergerac had
a massive nose
– which made him
self-conscious
at wooing the
mademoiselles.
That’s real. His
intended lover
Roxanne

(often also described as his
cousin, let’s gloss over that)
fancies another, which
breaks Bergerac’s
heart, but he helps
her handsome suitor
out anyway with
racy letter writing.
That’s fake.
So he’s
basically just
a bloke getting
friend-zoned?
Before that was
even a thing.
Again, way
ahead of his time.
Watch Cyrano
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THRILLS ’N’ SPILLS

IZ
M OV I E Q U

Take our
trivia test

1

Sandra Bullock,
Channing Tatum

92
mins

A CAMEO FROM Brad Pitt is just one of the treats The Lost City has in store.
What else? How about a plot that involves a normally reclusive writer, Loretta Sage
(Bullock), whose best-selling adventure novels – all set in exotic locales – feature a
hunky cover model called Alan (Tatum). In order to promote the books, Loretta and
Alan go on tour, where things go swimmingly until suddenly Loretta is kidnapped by
a loony billionaire who reckons she can help him find the ancient city featured in her
latest opus – and thus recover the oodles of treasure hidden there. Determined to
prove that he’s not just a pretty face, cover star Alan sets off into the jungle to rescue
her. What follows is a rollicking, family friendly action-packed adventure.

2
Cooper Hoffman makes his
film debut in Paul Thomas
Anderson’s Licorice Pizza.
How many times did his
father, Philip Seymour
Hoffman, star in the
director’s films?
3
Sam Claflin plays an innocent
writer in Book of Love, but in
which current British TV
series does he play fascist
leader Oswald Mosley?
4

The 355
Jessica Chastain,
Penélope Cruz

Moonfall
123
mins

Stunning action set-pieces enliven this
tale of CIA agent Mace (Chastain), who
must assemble a team of similarly
kick-ass women agents in order to foil a
terrorist plot. No, it’s not especially
original, but when it’s pulled off with this
much bravado, you probably won’t care.

Halle Berry,
Patrick Wilson

120
mins

Director Roland Independence Day
Emmerich knows his way around a sci-fi
disaster movie and Moonfall, with its tale
of a seemingly impossible mission to
space in order to save mankind, doesn’t
disappoint, despite early internet
mockery. See p24

Cyrano is the fifth time
costume designer Jacqueline
Durran has been Oscarnominated for her work with
Joe Wright. For which of his
films did she win in 2013?
5
The star of Parallel Mothers,
Penélope Cruz, first worked
with director Pedro Almodóvar
on what movie 25 years ago?

Answers on the right

ANSWERS: 1 JU NGLE CRUISE 2 FIVE ( HA RD EIGHT, BOOGIE NIGHTS , M AGNOLIA, PU NCH-DRUNK LOVE, THE MA STER) 3 PEAKY BLINDERS 4 ANNA KARENINA 5 LIVE FLESH PHOTO: ALAMY

The Lost City

Brit comedian Jack Whitehall
stars in Clifford… and one
other film showing onboard,
which is said to feature
Disney’s first major openly
gay character, but what is it?
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Experience
timeless

elegance

For Martin James, creating sophisticated fashion jewellery that’s both glamorous and fun is essential.
The British designer has stayed loyal to these principles to craft high-quality, innovative pieces
that are always on trend and boast plenty of sparkle.

MARTINJAMESOFLONDON.CO.UK
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What's On
TV
TOP OF THE LEAGUE WITH OUR PREMIER PROGRAMMING

1

Sir Alex sets the ball rolling

Before becoming probably the greatest
football manager of all time, Alex Ferguson mostly
spent his early years at Manchester United milling
around the middle of the table. By the inaugural
Premier League season, though, in 1992–93, he’s
built a side with a dial stuck on “win”. He goes on to
claim another 12 league titles before retiring in 2013.
2

Cantona kicks out

Not the Prem’s proudest moment, but
unforgettable all the same. Manchester
United’s talismanic midfielder Eric
Cantona, red carded (again), loses his
cool in January 1995 and launches
himself feet first over the hoardings at a
Crystal Palace fan who was taunting
him. Due to Cantona’s undeniable
charisma and all-round likeability, he’s
been pretty much forgiven. Maybe not
by the fan, though.
3

BACK OF
THE NET!

David Beckham introduces
himself to the world

He may not be the best player the
EPL has ever seen, but he may be the
most famous. In 1996, aged 21, the
footballer with boyband looks and a
Hollywood right foot scores one of the
league’s most spectacular goals ever, lobbing the
Wimbledon keeper from inside his own half,
changing Beckham’s life forever.
4

The Invincibles

Led on the pitch by the imposing Patrick Vieira
and masterminded off it by the strategic genius
Arsene Wenger, Arsenal manage the whole 38
games of the 2003–04 season without losing a
single one. It’s a feat that’s never been equalled
(and Arsenal have never quite lived up to that
standard since).
5

A new documentary celebrates
30 years of English football’s
Premier League. Here are seven
of its most striking moments

A special one arrives

On becoming Chelsea manager in 2004,
Jose Mourinho utters the immortal lines: “Please
don’t call me arrogant, but I’m European champion
and I think I’m a special one.” It turns out to be an
understatement – Mourinho leads Chelsea to the
league title in his first year and again in his second.
He also winds up just about everyone in the league
during his time in England. A special talent indeed.

6

Aguerrrro!

It’s the final game of the 2011–12 season, if
Manchester City City beat QPR, they’ll claim their
first-ever league title. Draw or lose, and rivals Man
Utd get yet another. With the score at 2-2, striker
Sergio Aguero nets with the final kick of the game.
The commentator roars his name with abandon.
7

Leicester City – yes, Leicester City
– win the league

No one but the big-money clubs had won the league
title since Blackburn Rovers in 1994–95. But in
2015–16, somehow, stupendously, Claudio Ranieri’s
Leicester side – who’d been in the third tier seven
years earlier – surprises the world by finishing first.
Watch Fever Pitch! The Rise of the Premier League

Clockwise from
top left: Premier
League greats
Ferguson,
Vieira, Mourinho,
Beckham and
Cantona
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M U S T - WAT C H

Succession
Box set

The Beast Must Die
58 mins

Box set

Up to 48 mins

The biggest TV phenomenon of recent
years is, at heart, a family drama – just
that this clan are billionaires squabbling
over who gets to head the company
when patriarch Logan Roy steps aside
from the media empire he founded.

Nail-biting stuff here with the always
brilliant Jared Harris heading the cast in
the tale of a woman who, after the death
of her son, embarks on an act of
subterfuge in order to find and punish
those responsible.

Lady Boss: The Jackie Collins Story

The Great

Documentary

Box set

97 mins

55 mins

This superb doc shows how writer Jackie
Collins emerged from the shadow of her
sister, Joan, to become a bestselling
author. A woman who, with her
championing of female sexuality, was
emblematic of the times. See overleaf

If you’re looking for a historically accurate
Catherine the Great biopic look
elsewhere, because this comedy-drama
takes Siberia-sized liberties with the
truth. Elle Fanning is outstanding as the
lead, who plots to take charge of Russia.

Why Women Kill

Julia

Box set

52 mins

The second season of Why Women Kill
embarks on a whole new story (so don’t
worry if you haven’t seen season one)
as we learn about Alma’s plans to move
up in her local garden club – plans that
are hampered by her hubby, Bertram,
and his terrible secrets.

Documentary

94 mins

US cookery legend Julia Child hosted
TV shows and published cookbooks
in the 1960s and 1970s. But, as this
feature-length documentary shows,
she was more than just a TV chef. In
fact, she challenged and changed
attitudes Stateside.
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Playing With Power: The Nintendo Story
Box set

Up to 74 mins

The compelling story of the world’s most
famous (and famously secretive) video
game company is presented by an
ensemble of Nintendo personnel,
celebrity icons, including Wil Wheaton,
and industry veterans.

Try Harder!
Factual

84 mins

DIRECTOR DEBBIE LUM’S heartfelt documentary focuses on the bright and
driven kids of Lowell High School as they prepare for the arduous college
application process. Lowell isn’t like other schools. For a start, the majority of
students are Asian-American; secondly, they prize educational achievement above
all else. Sports? Pah. Here, the nerds are the cool kids. Accordingly, the college
application process is at once a new adventure for all concerned and a time of
great stress. With humour and heart, Lum captures the reality of the process and
illustrates how it intersects with issues of class, race and educational opportunity.

Spaceship Earth
Documentary

116 mins

Beginning in 1991, the Biosphere 2
experiment replicated Earth’s
atmosphere inside a closed vivarium
populated by eight scientists. As this
superb film shows, the truth behind their
two-year stay is stranger than fiction.

SPORTY SPICE

Fever Pitch! The Rise of the Premier League

Student Athlete

Box set

Factual

59 mins

This documentary finds the stars of the
Premier League – we’re talking the likes
of Eric Cantona, David Beckham and
Alan Shearer – dishing the dirt on the
creation of the world’s most famous
sporting confederacy. See opener

Untold Stories – NBA
88 mins

Told though the eyes of four guys all at
different stages of their athletic careers,
this feature-length HBO Sports
documentary explores how college
athletes can be exploited by a system
embedded in multiple complex rules.

3 episodes

Up to 8 mins

Master Tesfatsion finds that the best
way to get NBA players – like Nate
Robinson and Jason Terry – to relax is to
challenge them to a game of pool. Only
then do they spill the very best untold
stories of the league.
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TWISTS & TURNS

F
JAC K I E O
ES
ALL TRAD

The amazing
life of
Jackie Collins
Actor
Younger sister to Dynasty star
Joan, our Jackie had a
promising film career lined up.
Until a visa-related kerfuffle
forced her to abandon LA for a
string of forgettable B-movie
roles back in London.

Box set

Writer
Undeterred, Collins set about
writing saucy debut novel The
World Is Full of Married Men, a
bestseller derided by Barbara
Cartland, who claimed the
book singlehandedly created
“every pervert in Britain”.
Impressive if true.

DERVLA KIRWAN HEADS the cast of this miniseries set on the rugged coast
of County Clare, where life is disrupted by the discovery of a body at the bottom
of a cliff. This particular cadaver belongs to the husband of Kirwan’s character Val
Ahern and has been found the morning after what can only be described as an
eventful family gathering. The cops don’t seem interested, putting it down as an
accidental death, but our Val’s not so sure and sets out to investigate. Pretty soon
she’s up to her neck in possible suspects and potential motives. At the same time,
terrible family secrets continue to emerge. All six episodes screen onboard.

Smother
52 mins

WORDS: A NDY HILL PHOTO: A LAMY

LA woman
Several breathless blockbusters
later – with salacious titles
like The Stud and The Bitch
– Collins eventually made it to
LA and set about writing the
steamy saga of Lucky
Santangelo, her most beloved
character, and the explosive
Hollywood Wives books.
Megastar
By the time she died in 2015,
Collins had racked up 32
bestsellers, eight of which
were adapted for the screen,
plus a reputation for nononsense feminism. “I try not
to bore my readers,” she said.
And she did anything but.
Watch Lady Boss:
The Jackie Collins Story

Raised by Wolves
Box set

Guilt
53 mins

This sophisticated sci-fi series, partly
directed by Ridley Scott, focuses on two
androids whose job it is to parent human
children on the planet Kepler 22b after
Earth is destroyed. But, as the robots
soon discover (and human parents
already know), raising kids is no easy task.

Box set

59 mins

Quite simply one of the best British series
of recent time, Guilt expertly combines
delirious comedy and genuine thrills to
tell the story of bothers Max and Jake,
who react very differently to a moment
of tragedy that nevertheless brings them
together in unexpected ways.
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What’s On
Audio
THE STARRIEST LINE-UP IN THE SKIES

ALL THE
CITY’S
A STAGE

To celebrate Virgin Atlantic’s
new route to Austin, local
writer, promoter and music
maven Trish Connelly
shares her guide

PHOTOS: A LAM Y, JASON MOOR E, A DOBE STO CK, PIC TUR ELUX/ THE HOLLYWOO D AR CHIVE/ALAMY

WHEN ASKED TO
define their place in the
Lone Star State, most
Austinites will tell you, “There’s
Texas – then there’s Austin.” In a red
state of wide-brimmed hats and good
ol’ boys, the city stands out. It boasts a
peerless food scene (see p16), and the
surrounding country has gorgeous trails
and lakes. But most of all, Austin is known
– without hyperbole, honest – as the Live Music
Capital of the World. Here’s why a visit should
include at least one live show.
The heritage acts
From the mighty Janis Joplin to indie-folk cult
heroes Iron & Wine, and from blues rockers
The Fabulous Thunderbirds to Americana
queen Lucinda Williams, Austin has history.
The venues
The Red River Cultural District – with its dive
bars, halls, dancefloors, barbecue joints and
event spaces – is the musical epicentre of
Austin. Stop at the Mohawk, which hosts
national touring bands at its 900-capacity
outdoor stage. The after-party starts next
door at Cheer Up Charlies, courtesy of the
rotating cast of patio DJs. Over on Austin’s
east side, it gets a bit more trad with country
and honky-tonk acts at The White Horse, and
Hotel Vegas keeps it loud with punk and
garage-rock line-ups.

The new wave
You’re pretty much
guaranteed to find hot
local music any night of
the week. Folk and
bluegrass act The Deer
blend airy vocals with fiddles
and upright bass; TC Superstar
bring modern pop sensibilities to 80s
synthwave; and look out for Blushing, two
married couples making lush dream-pop.
The world-famous festival
In 1987, the first South by Southwest festival
brought in just 700 music fans, but today
SXSW is a diverse music and networking
festival with tech, film, music, education and
gaming events that promotes breakout stars
like Black Joe Lewis & The Honeybears.
Listen to Destinations: Austin

Clockwise
from far left:
Black Joe
Lewis & The
Honeybears,
Iron & Wine,
Janis Joplin,
Lucinda
Williams and
The Fabulous
Thunderbirds
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FRESH SOUNDS

Yard Act
The Overload

Fickle Friends
Alternative

Are We Gonna Be Alright?

Pop

This year’s most-fêted indie
band are Yard Act, their
pre-release buzz based
mainly on superb single
The Overload. This, the
keenly awaited debut album,
shows the early promise of
that single was no fluke.

Hailing from Brighton, indie
band Fickle Friends have
been steadily building a loyal
audience through that old
standby, word of mouth,
since 2013. This, their second
album, more than repays
all that gabbing.

Sam Fender

Thyla

Stereophonics
Oochya!

Alternative

WANTING TO MARK their 25th anniversary,
Stereophonics had originally planned some kind of greatest
hits collection. Frontman Kelly Jones duly hunkered down in
order to comb old hard drives for material, but what he
discovered instead was a mini treasure trove of old and
unreleased songs, some of which he decided had been
criminally neglected and deserved a place in the canon. Thus
Oochya! was born, which – unsurprisingly, given its genesis
– has a pleasingly loose-limbed and free-ranging feel, with
hints at the Stereophonics of old (including an appearance
from the late drummer, Stuart Cable),
as well as a sense of the band’s musical
progression. Needless to say, whether
Oochya! is evoking the band of the 90s,
the noughties or beyond, the Stereophonics
trademark is always present and correct.

Steps

TOP 3

Star stories
Unmissable nuggets from the
Celebrity Catch-Up podcast

They don’t
call Lisa
Scott-Lee
“Party
Steps” for
nothing
– she once
got a ticking off from police
in Ireland for mooning out
the window of the band’s
tour bus!

Seventeen Going Under

Pop

Thyla

Alternative

Sam Fender grew up loving
Bruce Springsteen and his
second album finds him
expanding his sound and has
been met by almost universal
acclaim, with The Guardian
calling it “urgent, incisive
and brave”.

It’s been a long wait for the
debut album from indie
darling Thyla. Here at last
it is, and it finds the threepiece masterfully balancing
their melodic instinct
with a pleasing propensity
for heaviosity.

Sean
Maguire

Five

The
one-time
Grange
Hill and
EastEnders
actor-turned US TV and film
star has opened his very own
acting school to help out the
next generation of thespians.

The 90s
bad boys
argued
with Liam
Gallagher
about
sideburns
and played classic toy Bop It!

Listen to Celebrity Catch-Up:
Life After That Thing I Did
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Labrinth
Euphoria (Original Score from the HBO Series)

Lin-Manuel Miranda,
Germaine Franco & Cast
Encanto

Various Artists
Sounds of Small Axe

Soundtrack

You’ll be aware of the latest
Disney phenomenon,
Encanto. You know: We Don’t
Talk About Bruno. That one.
Here are all of the instantly
catchy songs from the film.

Soundtrack

This playlist features a wealth
of music featured in the three
short films directed by Steve
McQueen. If you’ve seen
them, you’ll know to expect
some of the best in reggae,
soul and R ’n’ B.

Soundtrack

THOSE FAMILIAR WITH the HBO show
Euphoria will know it’s a no-holds-barred
look at teen life. Still at high school, these
are kids who have already been through
rehab, have more than a passing
knowledge of online hook-up apps,
the darker corners of the internet and
plenty of other shady stuff too
complicated to mention. Still, if the
viewing is at times uncomfortable,
the soundtrack is not. Courtesy of
the insanely talented Brit producer
Labrinth, it blends gospel,
electronica, house and R ’n’ B, with
vocals courtesy of some of the
show’s stars, including the
phenomenal Zendaya, of course.

P L AY L I S T S

Destinations: Los Angeles

Destinations: Austin

Destinations: Boston

The capital of Texas holds a
special place in cultural life as
the host of the annual SXSW
festival. As this playlist shows,
it has also given the world
some special artists.
See opener

Boston, a city so great that
the band Boston named
themselves after it. Sure
enough, Boston’s More Than
a Feeling makes an
appearance on this appetitewhetting selection of tunes.

THERE ARE JUST a handful of cities
with a rock music heritage as rich as that
of Los Angeles. In the mid-to-late 1960s,
the city’s Laurel Canyon area became a
magnet for musicians of all stripes, with
The Mamas & the Papas, Frank Zappa, Joni
Mitchell, Jim Morrison and at least two
members of The Monkees among those
calling it home. Since those days, the city
has continued to be a nexus for musical
innovation, whether for the hair metal
scene of the 1980s or the gangsta rap that
sprung from the city’s Compton area. This
playlist, then, is a place where The Beach
Boys rub shoulders
with NWA and Rage
Against the Machine.

PHOTOS: ADOBE STO CK, ALAM Y, GETTY IMAGES , © SCA RLET PAGE

TURN IT UP

Slaves
Acts of Fear and Love

Tribeless
Alternative

UK punk duo Slaves are so proud of
their third album
they decided to put
themselves on the
cover. So what if the
image is of them
– ahem – “using the
bathroom”?

Gravity EP

Frog Leap
Alternative

Welsh three-piece Tribeless are
distinguished both by
the heart-on-sleeve
vocals of frontwoman
Lydia McDonald and
the anthemic riffs
of the two dudes
beside her.

Frog Leap Metal Covers

Rock

Meet Leo Moracchioli of Frog Leap
Studios. His specialty
is performing heavy
metal makeovers of
tracks by non-metal
artists such as Adele
and Gorillaz. The
results are brilliant.
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Virgin Atlantic news and views

TRIP
ADVISOR

WARNER’S
WORLD
Hayley’s
holiday tips…

Personal Holiday Advisor
Hayley Warner on why our
Virgin Atlantic Holidays
shops are worth buying into

’ve worked at our travel stores for five
years, helping customers plan their
dream holidays. Sometimes they know
what they want and I tailor-make their
trip so everything – flights, hotels,
transfers, experiences – goes smoothly, start to finish.
But lots of customers don’t know what they want.
Take honeymooners. They’re under huge pressure to
have this perfect once-in-a-lifetime experience. So
we have an open conversation. Do they just want to
chill on the beach, or is culture more their thing? I’ve
been to most of these destinations, so I can use my

“I

“I love seeing that joy on
customers’ faces, buzzing
with holiday excitement”

experience to bring their holiday to life. Sometimes
families come in thinking they can do Disney World
in a day. I tell them how huge these parks are, and
that smart planning is essential to really make the
most of a trip to Florida. We’re happy to do that.
“The kids can play in our dedicated Disney corner
– some stores have secret cinemas, one even has a
spa – while mum and dad relax in our Premium seats,
sipping fizz from our in-store bar (above). It’s five
o’clock somewhere! Our whole thing is that personal
touch. Customers often send me emails from their
trip. One lady even made me a bracelet. I love seeing
that joy on customers’ faces, buzzing with holiday
excitement. You don’t get that booking on an app.”
n Find a store or book a virtual appointment with one of our brilliant
home team at virginholidays.co.uk/retail-appointments

FAVOURITE
DESTINATION?
San Francisco.

TOP TIP?
Milkshakes at Biscoff
Coffee Corner on Pier 39,
watching the sea lions
sunning themselves
in the bay.

NEXT ADVENTURE?
Los Angeles – specifically
the cupcake ATM at
Sprinkles in Beverly Hills!
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SEE THE WORLD DIFFERENTLY
At Virgin Atlantic, we’ve always encouraged our people to be themselves.
To bring their whole self to work and to the skies. And in our new campaign,
we’re championing the individuality of our people, and of you – our amazing
customers. Wherever you’re going, onboard or in life, we salute you. Here’s to
those that are their own captain, a crew like no other. Because being brilliantly
different is what we do. It’s who we are. And we wouldn’t have it any other way.
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SAIL OF THE
CENTURY
ANTIGUA SAILING WEEK RETURNS
WITH THE WIND AT ITS BACK
BLUE SKIES, AZURE SEAS and the rush of

healthy competition. There’s nothing like a boat race
to create ripples of excitement. And Virgin Atlantic is
proud to support the return of Antigua Sailing Week,
weighing anchor with the Peters & May Round
Antigua Race on 30 April
and on until 6 May. There
are 90 crews, bigger boats
and the first-ever all-female
crews – so it’s not just a
nice outing for the buoys.

JOIN THE CREW IN...

NEW DELHI
Friends and Cabin Crew members
Resham Gupta and Utpal Baruah share
their insider tips for the Indian capital
Put on your walking shoes and head for the
India Gate, a moving memorial to 90,000
soldiers of the British Indian Army who fell in
the First World War.
There are few places in Delhi so popular that
you have to queue, but the line at Gulati is
worth it for their world-famous butter chicken.
Dilli Haat is designed to invoke the ambience
of a traditional village fair, and is a fascinating
panorama of art, craft and culture.

*L EAD CUSTOMER ONLY WORDS: ANDY HILL PHOTO: A DOBE STOCK, PAUL WYETH/ PW PI CTUR ES.COM

For a fun night of Bollywood dancing and
cocktails, head to Cyber Hub. For more of
a dinner vibe, with peppy live music, make
a reservation at Sutra Gastropub.

Ask an
engineer
WE ASK
SENIOR
DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEER
SHAUN
SANDERSON ALL THE
BURNING QUESTIONS
ABOUT AVIATION

Q: Why is a plane
shaped that way?
A: Our aircraft have
to balance multiple
requirements while
remaining strong,
lightweight and
above all safe.
Aerodynamics
matter. But so do
our aircraft’s
intended uses
– carrying
passengers and

High time
Make more of your adventures with Flying
Club and Virgin Red. Flying Club is now even
more rewarding, as you’ll also be part of
Virgin Red, the reward club built to revolve
around you. Earn Virgin Points on every flight
you take or holiday you book*, plus the
everyday things you buy with Virgin
brands and our partners. Then spend
them on the extraordinary, including
flights, upgrades and loads more
terrific stuff.
n Join for free at virginatlantic.com/join

cargo safely over
huge distances at
speed fuel
efficiently.
For aircraft,
form follows
function.
Unsurprisingly,
the wing shape
matters. It has to
produce lift, but
this lift also creates
drag. Modern
design and
construction

methods allow for
slender, flexible
wings with
gracefully tapering
tips, some of which
can fold up to
maintain length
and the need to fit
into existing
parking spaces.
The fuselage
– where you’re
sitting – must
minimise drag, with
space to safely

carry passengers
and cargo. It needs
strength to
withstand
pressurisation, so
a cylinder is ideal.
The nose is as
aerodynamic as
possible, leaving
space for the flight
deck. It’s just
coincidence our
next-generation
fleet also looks
fabulous.
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HOW TO CONNECT
1

Turn on your WiFi-enabled device and connect
to the “Virgin-Atlantic” WiFi network.

If you don’t automatically connect to the WiFi
portal, don’t worry. Just take a look at the
safety card in your seat pocket to see what type of
aircraft you’re on.

2

If you’re onboard…
A 787-9 or an A350-1000, open your browser and
navigate to virgin-atlantic-wifi.com
An A330-300, open your browser and navigate to
airborne.gogoinflight.com

3

Just follow the onscreen instructions to buy
a session and then get browsing!

SHOUT ABOUT IT
Tweet or take a pic with
#LiveFromVirgin and let the
world know you’re
connected above the clouds.

MAKING THE
MOST OF YOUR DATA
Remember to switch off
your device’s automatic
app updates and
synchronisations. That way
you can avoid using up
your data on the boring
background stuff while
you’re busy browsing,
tweeting and sharing.
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